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The aim of the project was to make a tool to visualise cellular metabolism when we change 

certain conditions, such as the lack of glucose availability in the case of diabetic people

Background

Heart failure occurs more and more often in the general population and the clinical 

outcomes are far worse for people suffering from diabetes. We thought this might 

be because diabetes causes insulin resistance in heart muscle cells which reduces 

the available glucose. Glucose would normally be metabolised into ATP - or energy 

- to power the heart muscle. Instead, there is lower available energy and the heart 

cannot cope

Modelling
I used the iCardio model[1]  for heart muscle cells, which is a collection of 4200 

metabolic reactions involving 2890 metabolites. To calculate which of these 4200 

reactions occurs at any time I did flux balance analysis. 

[1] - Dougherty, B. V. et al., 2021. Identifying functional metabolic shifts in heart failure with the integration of omics data and a heart-specific, genome-scale model. Cell Reports, 34(10).

FBA is a method of calculating possible combinations of reactions to maximise - or 

minimise - one particular reaction while the concentrations of the metabolites remain 

constant within the cell. You can think of it as a navigation app for cellular metabolism: 

there are many routes you can take to your destination but the available ones will be 

restricted by certain constraints, such as method of travel, avoiding motorways, etc. In 

our case the destination is the maximum production of ATP and our constraints are the 

fact that there is no glucose to metabolise it from and that the concentrations of the rest 

of the metabolites in the cell have to remain constant.
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Once the reaction fluxes (frequency with which a reaction occurs) 

are calculated through FBA the reactions are modelled as lines 

and the reactants of these reactions as spheres. The spheres are 

colour-coded to distinguish between cellular compartments, 

while the flux is displayed as numbers and a progressively 

greener colour as the flux increases. There are tiny spheres 

travelling along the lines to show the direction of the reaction. 

The graph is 3-dimensional because I found it easier to understand the 

connections in such a large dataset when viewing in 3D. The graph renders in a 

browser for increased accessibility and interactivity. Please find the graphs here: 

https://nora-nz.github.io/summer-project/

Graph

conclusion
These graphs show one way a cell would compensate for not having available 

glucose to metabolise ATP from and could identify potential targets for future 

research.

There is a separate graph made for each condition (biomass or ATP optimisation, 0%, 25% and 100% glucose) 

and also for comparisons made between a select few conditions.
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